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Geometric Methods on the Two-Sphere
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Abstract— The control task of tracking a reference pointing
direction (the attitude about the pointing direction is irrelevant)
while obtaining a desired angular velocity (PDAV) around the
pointing direction using geometric techniques is addressed here.
Existing geometric controllers developed on the two-sphere only
address the tracking of a reference pointing direction while
driving the angular velocity about the pointing direction to
zero. In this paper a tracking controller on the two-sphere,
able to address the PDAV control task, is developed globally
in a geometric frame work, to avoid problems related to
other attitude representations such as unwinding (quaternions)
or singularities (Euler angles). An attitude error function is
constructed resulting in a control system with desired tracking performance for rotational maneuvers with large initial
attitude/angular velocity errors and the ability to negotiate
bounded modeling inaccuracies. The tracking ability of the
developed control system is evaluated by comparing its performance with an existing geometric controller on the two-sphere
and by numerical simulations, showing improved performance
for large initial attitude errors, smooth transitions between
desired angular velocities and the ability to negotiate bounded
modeling inaccuracies.

I. INTRODUCTION
The task of tracking a reference pointing direction (the
attitude about the pointing direction is irrelevant) while obtaining a desired angular velocity (PDAV) around the pointing direction represents a fundamental control problem for
a variety of robotic applications. Tiltrotor aircrafts combine
the functionality of a conventional helicopter with the longrange, high-velocity performance of a turboprop airplane due
to the tilting of the propellers while maintaining a desired
propeller speed [1]. A plethora of military applications involve orienting surveillance apparatus (radar, sonar, sensors)
while maintaining a reference angular velocity around the
pointing direction in order to scan an area or achieve other
objectives gaining a tactical advantage. In space, a Passive
Thermal Control (PTC) technique, also known as ”barbecue”
roll, is employed in which as a spacecraft is pointed towards
a desired direction, it rotates also about an axis to ensure
even heat distribution across its surface (the surfaces in direct
sunlight reach 390o F while those in the shade -144o F) [2].
Prior work on PDAV is based on conventional representations of attitude like quaternions and Euler angles. Quaternions exhibit ambiguities in attitude representations since the
special orthogonal group SO(3) is double covered, meaning
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that a global attitude is described by two antipodal points on
the three-sphere S3 [3], giving rise to unwinding phenomena
where the rigid body rotates unnecessarily even though its
attitude is extremely close to the desired orientation [4].
Furthermore a quaternion controller is discontinuous when
applied. Euler angles are defined only locally and exhibit
kinematic singularities [5]. Dynamic systems that evolve on
nonlinear manifolds cannot be described globally with Euclidean spaces [6]. By utilizing geometric control techniques,
control systems are developed by inherently including the
properties of the systems nonlinear manifolds in the characterization of the configuration manifold to avoid singularities
and ambiguities associated with minimal representations of
attitude. This methodology has been applied to fully/under
actuated dynamic systems on Lie groups to achieve almost
global asymptotic stability [3],[4],[6],[7],[8],[11],[14].
In this paper the PDAV control task is addressed in a geometric manner. Existing geometric controllers developed on
the two-sphere, S2 , only address the tracking of a reference
pointing direction while driving the angular velocity about
the pointing direction to zero. A tracking controller on S2 ,
able to address the PDAV control task, is developed globally
in a geometric framework, avoiding problems related to other
attitude representations such as unwinding (quaternions) or
singularities (Euler angles). Inspired by [3] we develop an
attitude error function resulting in a control system with
desired tracking performance for rotational maneuvers with
large initial attitude/angular velocity errors and the ability
to negotiate bounded modeling inaccuracies. The tracking
ability of the developed control system is evaluated by
comparing its performance with an existing geometric controller on S2 and by numerical simulations, showcasing
improved performance for large initial attitude errors, smooth
transitions between desired angular velocities and the ability
to negotiate bounded modeling inaccuracies. In the authors
best knowledge a geometric PDAV controller is proposed for
the first time.
II. KINETICS
The attitude dynamics of a fully actuated
rigid
} body are
{
studied first. A body fixed frame Ib e1 , e2 , e3 , located at
the center of mass of{ the rigid body
} together with an inertial
reference frame IR E1 , E2 , E3 , are defined. The configuration of the rigid body is the orientation of a reference
principal axis of the body’s body-fixed frame with respect to
the inertial frame given by,
q = Qe3
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(1)

The configuration space is S2 ={q ∈ R3 |qT q = 1}. The
plane tangent to the unit sphere at q is the tangent space
Tq S2 = {ξ ∈ R3 |qT ξ = 0}.
For the PDAV application, the attitude configuration is
sufficiently described by the unit vector q, but the rigid
body’s full attitude configuration is defined by the rotation
matrix Q∈SO(3), mapping a configuration vector from Ib to
IR . It’s associated angular velocity vector in Ib is given by,
(b ω)× = QT Q̇
×

(2)
∨

where the mappings, (.) and its inverse (.) are found in the
Appendix, see (A1). An additional transitive rotation matrix
QT ∈SO(3) is utilized, mapping a configuration vector in
IR to a different vector again in IR . Its associated angular
velocity in IR is given by,
(ω)× = Q̇T (QT )T

(3)

The following kinematic equation can be shown using (3),
q̇ = (ω)× q

(4)

where ω=Qb ω. The equations of motion are given by,
Jb ω̇ + (b ω)× Jb ω = b u − cb ω + τ

(5)

together with (2). J∈R3×3 is the diagonal inertial matrix of
the body in Ib while b u∈R3 is the applied control moment
in Ib . The second term on the right hand side of (5) is a
dynamic friction attributed moment with c>0 while τ ∈R3 is
a moment depending on the application and it’s included for
completeness (in a tiltrotor application for example it might
be a moment due to gravity while in a space application it
might be an interaction moment).
III. G EOMETRIC TRACKING CONTROL ON S2
A control system able to follow a desired smooth pointing
direction qd (t)∈S2 and angular velocity around qd (t), b ω d
is developed next. The tracking kinematics equations are,
q̇d = (ω d )× qd , ω d = Qd b ω d

(6)

Onward the subscript (.)d denotes a desired vector/matrix.

direction qd ∈S2 is summarized, where the error function
used in [8] is,
Ψr (q, qd ) = 1 − qT qd

However this error function produces a configuration error
vector er =(qd )× q ∈ R3 , with non proportional magnitude
relative to the current pointing attitude q and the desired one
qd (Fig. 1(a)). Observing Fig. 1(a), we see that er =0 not only
when q=qd but also at the antipodal point, where q=−qd .
As a consequence, the controller performance degrades because the control effort generated due to er diminishes as
the initial attitude becomes larger than π/2, reducing its
effectiveness for large attitude errors nullifying thus the
main advantage of utilizing geometric control methodologies.
Furthermore the control problem in [4],[8], was the attitude
stabilization to a fixed pointing direction while driving the
angular velocity to zero. We address the PDAV control task,
where non fixed pointing directions/angular velocities are
constantly tracked.
Inspired by [3], we modify (7) to avoid the above drawback, and to improve the tracking performance for large
initial attitude errors. For a desired pointing direction/angular
velocity tracking command (qd , b ω d ) and a current orientation/angular velocity (q, b ω), we define the new attitude error
function as,
2 √
1 + qT qd
(8)
Ψ(q, qd ) = 2 − √
2
For any q∈S2 its dot product with qd is bounded by
−15qT qd 51. Thus Ψ>0 while Ψ=0 only if q=qd , i.e Ψ is
positive definite about q=qd . For qd fixed, the left trivialized
derivative of Ψ is
1
T∗ Lq = √ √
(qd )× q = Qb eq
(9)
T
2 1 + q qd
where b eq is the attitude error vector. We calculate (9),
utilizing the infinitesimal variation of q ∈ S2 using the
exponential map (A2) as,
δq =

A. Error Function
The error function is the cornerstone of the design procedure of a control system on a manifold with the performance
of the controller directly depending on the function [3],[6].
To construct a control system on S2 it is crucial to select a
smooth positive definite function Ψ(q, qd )∈R that quantifies
the error between the current pointing direction and the
desired one. Using Ψ(q, qd ), a configuration pointing error
vector and a velocity error vector defined in Tq S2 are
calculated. Finally by utilizing a Lyapunov candidate written
in terms of the error function and the configuration error
vectors, the control procedure is similar to nonlinear control
design in Euclidean spaces where the control system is
meticulously designed through Lyapunov analysis on S2 [6].
Almost global reduced attitude stabilizing controllers on
S2 have been studied in [4],[8],[9],[10],[11]. In [4],[8] a
control system that stabilizes a rigid body to a fixed reference

(7)

d
dϵ

ϵ=0

exp(ϵξ× )q = (ξ)× q

(10)

where ξ ∈ R3 , to get the derivative of Ψ with respect to q,
1
(qd )× q · ξ = Qb eq · ξ (11)
Dq Ψ · δq = √ √
2 1 + qT qd
Notice that in (9), (11) we introduced the rotation matrix
Q but without affecting/changing the result. This was done
because our equations of motion are written in Ib . Thus the
attitude error vector b eq , emerges as,
b

1
QT (qd )× q
eq (q, qd , Q) = √ √
T
2 1 + q qd

(12)

and it is well defined in the subset L2 ={q ∈S2 |Ψ(q, qd ) <
2} since qT qd >−1. Onward this analysis is restricted in L2 .
The critical points of Ψ are the solutions q∈S2 to the equation (qd )× q=0 and are given by q=±qd . Since −qd ∈L
/ 2
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Using (5), together with Q̇d =Qd (b ω d )× the derivative of
the angular velocity error vector is,

only one critical point exist namely qd ∈L2 . Utilizing,
qTd q=∥q∥∥qd ∥ cos θ= cos θ

db
eω = b ω̇ + (b ω)× QT Qd b ω d − QT Qd b ω̇ d
dt
= J−1 (b u + (Jb ω)× (b ω) − cb ω + τ )
+(b ω)× QT Qd b ω d − QT Qd b ω̇ d

×

(qd ) q=∥q∥∥qd ∥ sin θn= sin θn, n=(qd )× q/∥(qd )× q∥
with θ being the angle between qd and q, we obtain,
sin2 θ
θ
Ψ = 2(1 − cos ) , ∥eq ∥2 =
2
2(1 + cos θ)
∥eq ∥2 5Ψ5 2∥eq ∥2

C. Pointing direction and angular velocity tracking
(13)

showing that Ψ is locally quadratic. Using (4) and (8), the
time derivative of Ψ for time varying qd (t), ω d (t) is,
1
(qd )× q · (ω − ω d )
Ψ̇ = √ √
2 1 + qT qd
1
=√ √
(qd )× q · Qb eω
2 1 + qT qd

(14)

A control system is defined in L2 under the assumption
that we have a fairly accurate estimate of the model parameters showing exponential convergence in an envelope around
the zero equilibrium of b eq , b eω using Lyapunov analysis.
Proposition 1: For a desired pointing direction curve
qd (t) ∈ S2 and a desired angular velocity profile b ω d (t),
around the qd (t) axis, we define the control moment b u as,
b

where b eω is the angular velocity tracking error, given by,
b

eω ( ω, ω d , Q, Qd ) = ω − Q Qd ω d
b

b

b

T

b

2

Ψ

Ψr
1

1

0

0
b
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Fig. 1. The attitude error function Ψr (q, qd ) together with its error vector
er , (3rd component), from [8], compared with the derived attitude error
function Ψ(q, qd ), and its error vector b eq , (3rd component), as the angle
between q and qd varies from −π to π. Only the 3rd component of each
error vector is plotted since the other components are zero due to the chosen
attitude maneuver.

B. Error Dynamics
The error dynamics are developed in order to be used
in the subsequent control design. The derivative of the
attitude error function is given in (14). The derivative of
the configuration error vector is calculated using (2),(4),(6),
after some manipulations,
db
1
QT(((ω d )× qd )× q+(qd )× ((ω)× q))
eq = √ √
dt
2 1+qT qd
1
−
(((ω d )× qd )T q+qTd ((ω)× q))b eq
2(1+qT qd )
−(b ω)×b eq
(16)

(18b)
(18c)
(18d)

c signifies
where Λ, γ, η > 0 positive constants while (.)
estimated parameters due to parameter identification errors. It
will be shown that the above control law stabilizes and maintains b eq , b eω in a bounded set around the zero equilibrium.
Furthermore for perfect knowledge of the system parameters
the above law stabilizes b eq , b eω to zero exponentially.
Proof: We utilize a sliding methodology in L2 by defining
the surface in terms of the configuration error vectors (12),
(15) and the attitude error function (8) so that they appear
explicitly in the Lyapunov candidate function. Then the
control design is similar to nonlinear control design in
Euclidean spaces [6],[15]. The defined sliding surface is
given in (18d). Its derivative is,

angle [rad]

(a) Error function Ψr and error vec- (b) Derived error function Ψ and ertor er (3rd component) with respect ror vector b eq (3rd component) with
to an axis angle rotation.
respect to an axis angle rotation.

b
b
f + d)−(Λ + Ψ)b ėq −Ψ̇b eq −γs) (18a)
u=η −1 J(−η(
d=(b ω)× QT Qd b ω d − QT Qd b ω̇ d
f =J−1 ((Jb ω)× (b ω) − cb ω + τ )
s=(Λ + Ψ)b eq + η b eω

(15)

Notice that the angular velocity tracking error lies in Tq S2 .
Moreover b eq is well defined in L2 with the attitude error
magnitude varying proportionally between pointing orientations q, qd (see Fig. 1(b)). Resultantly the control effort
generated using b eq will also vary proportionally. This will
improve the tracking performance for angles larger than π/2
in relation to (7) [3].
2

(17)

ṡ = Ψ̇b eq + (Λ + Ψ)b ėq + η b ėω

(19)

The Lyapunov candidate is
1
1 T
s s = ∥s∥2
2
2
Differentiating (20) and substituting (19) we get,
V (Ψ, b eq , b eω ) =

(20)

V̇ =sT ṡ
=sT (Ψ̇b eq + (Λ + Ψ)b ėq + ηJ−1b u + ηf + ηd) (21)
To avoid high frequency chattering and the discontinuities
introduced by the standard sliding condition, and since a
control system is developed on S2 , the conventional sliding
condition will not be used. Instead, the control law is
designed such that when not on the surface, the following
holds,
V̇ = sT ṡ 5 −k∥s∥2 , k > 0

(22)

Substituting (18a) to (21), after considerable manipulations,
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b + Υ)
(23)
V̇ =sT (−γJ−1 Js
b
b
Υ=η(f −b
f )+(J−1 J−I)(−η(
f +d)−Ψ̇b eq −(Λ+Ψ)b ėq )

Expressing (23) in component form we have,
V̇j = −(γ

bj,j
J
s2 − Υj sj ), j = 1, 2, 3
Jj,j j

V. N UMERICAL S IMULATIONS
(24)

It is clear that (24) is quadratic. Furthermore for
|sj | >

|Υj |Jj,j
⇒ V̇ 5 −k1 ∥s∥2 = −2k1 V, k1 > 0 (25)
bj,j
γJ

thus b eq , b eω are stabilized exponentially in an envelope
bj,j around the zero equilibrium, with
of radius |Υj |Jj,j /γ J
the radius decreasing as γ increases. Additionally for perfect knowledge of the system parameters, we have perfect
cancellation, which yields Υ = 0. Then
V̇ (t)=−γ∥s∥2 5 −k2 ∥s∥2 = −2k2 V, k2 > 0
V (t)5V (0)e−2k2 t

To highlight the advantages gained from developing the
new attitude error function (8) and error vector (12) we
compare (27a) to (28) in a simple stabilization maneuver.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller
(18a) we perform a complex PDAV maneuver, which is the
main goal of this work, firstly by using the actual model
parameters J, c, followed by a simulation were (18a) uses
b b
the estimates J,
c. This was done to showcase the robustness
and the enhanced performance of the proposed controller.
The system parameters are:
c = 0.3 Nm(s/rad), b
c = c + 0.03c
b = J + 0.14J
J = diag(0.0294, 0.0305, 0.0495) kgm2 , J
τ = 0 Nm

(26)

The controller parameters are chosen through pole placement
by choosing time constants/damping coefficients,

Proving that the zero equilibrium of the attitude and angular
velocity tracking errors b eq , b eω , is exponentially stable.

Kr = diag(4.234, 4.392, 7.128)
Kω = diag(7.056, 7.320, 11.88) · 10
Λ = 144, η = 24, γ = 10

IV. B ENCHMARK G EOMETRIC C ONTROLLER
A geometric controller from [8], that was derived from
(7), will be used as a benchmark to gauge the advantages
gained from developing the new attitude error function (8)
and error vector (12).
A. Geometric controller on S2

u=QT (−Kr er −Kω ω)+(b ω)× Jb ω+cb ω−τ (27a)
er =(qd )× q
(27b)

where Kr , Kω >0 are positive constants. The controller (27a)
has the ability to stabilize asymptotically a rigid body to a
fixed pointing direction qd ∈S2 , while driving the angular
velocity to zero [8]. Furthermore the controller in (27a), has
two additional terms in relation to the actual controller in [8]
to compensate for the additional moment τ and the friction
type moment −cb ω that exist in the dynamics considered
here. Finally it is written in a more general form than in
[8], because there it was specifically developed to stabilize
a spherical pendulum.
To have a clear picture of the improvements gained from
using the developed error function, the control law (27a) will
not be compared with (18a) but with a controller of similar
structure to (27a). We replace er in (27a) with Qb eq to get a
similar stabilizing law to (27a) but with the proposed tracking
error (12) to get,
b

u=QT (−Kr Qb eq −Kω ω)+(b ω)× Jb ω+cb ω−τ (28)

We do this to compare the error function (7), tracking error
(27b) with the ones defined here namely (8), (12) on equal
terms. The controllers are compared next.

(29b)
(29c)

A. Pointing direction stabilization
We move forward with the comparison of (27a) and (28)
to get a clear picture of the improvements gained from the
developed error function/vector. This comparison will take
place under the assumption of perfect knowledge of the
system parameters. The initial configuration/conditions are,

A stabilization controller, proposed in [8], developed using
(7) is summarized below,
b

(29a)
−1

q(t=0)=[0;0;1], Q(t=0)=I, ω(t=0)=[0;0.3;0]
The controllers must initially stabilize the e3 body fixed axis
of the body to the following equilibrium,
qd =[0; − 0.0175; − 0.9998], ω=[0;0;0]
where the vector qd denotes a 179o rotation around the E1
axis. Then the e3 body fixed axis must rotate back 89o around
the E1 axis to,
qd =[0; − 1;0], ω=[0;0;0]
Examining Fig. 2(a), the effectiveness of (28) for large initial
attitude errors is demonstrated, as Ψ converges faster to zero.
Also it is observed that the developed error vector (12) (Fig.
2(b)) (solid black line) steers the rigid body, Fig. 2(a), and
angular velocity, Fig. 2(c), to the desired equilibrium faster.
This can be further substantiated by examining the magnitude
of the error vector (black, solid line), Fig. 2(b), which is
larger for large initial angle differences in comparison to
the one generated from (27b) (blue, dashed line), resulting
to an actively engaged controller in large angle maneuvers.
For initial angles less than π/2 however, (27a) drives the
system to the desired equilibrium slightly faster (Fig. 2(a,d)).
Nevertheless the inability of (27a) to swiftly steer the system
to the desired attitude when the initial angle difference is
larger than π/2 makes the developed error vector (12) more
effective as it guarantees a uniform/homogeneous response.
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Fig. 2. Pointing direction stabilization where the black solid lines denote
the response due to the derived error vector. The blue dashed lines denote
the response due to the error vector from [8]. Throughout the simulation
the angular velocity is driven to zero (a) Attitude comparison through the
respective error functions Ψr , Ψ. (b) Error vector comparison through the
2-norm. (c) Angular velocity comparison through the 2-norm, (rad/s). (d)
Control moment comparison through the 2-norm, (Nm).

B. Pointing direction and angular velocity tracking
A complex PDAV maneuver to test the effectiveness of the
proposed controller (18a) is performed, firstly by using the
actual model parameters J, c, followed by a simulation were
b b
(18a) uses the estimates J,
c. The desired attitude trajectory
and angular velocity profile about the pointing axis are given
in Fig. 3 and generated using smooth polynomials [13], see
(A3), with the third Euler angle to be zero and will be omitted
from now on (see (A4)). The trajectories are,
b
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Fig. 3. Rotation matrix design using the 313 Euler angles with
Qd =Q313 (θ(t), ϕ(t)). The third angle is zero and thus omitted (a) ϕ(t).
(b) θ(t). (c) b ωd,3 (t). The desired angular velocity is b ω d =[0;0;b ωd,3 (t)].

e3 is required to rotate around the E1 axis 179o (Fig. 3b).
At t=1s, a smooth trajectory of a 7s duration is initialized
(see Fig. 3b) where the e3 body fixed axis must rotate back
89o around the E1 axis, while simultaneously the e3 body
fixed axis must rotate 90o around the E3 axis (Fig. 3a).
The angular velocity for the first five seconds is smoothly
increased up to b ωd,3 =10 rad/s (Fig. 3c). It is then maintained
at that level for five seconds and finally it is driven back to
zero. The desired trajectories contain overlapping parts with
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both the pointing direction and the angular velocity around it
actively regulated. The PDAV trajectory was chosen in this
manner to investigate thoroughly the ability of the controller
in orienting the body, while simultaneously regulating the
angular velocity around qd .
During the first simulation, perfect knowledge of the
system is assumed, i.e, J, c are used in (18a). The proposed
controller is able to track the desired attitude/angular velocity
trajectories very effectively. Both the pointing direction qd
and the angular velocity about the pointing direction, b ωd,3 ,
are tracked almost exactly (Fig. 4(a,b)). Minor oscillations
are observed during a portion of the tracking maneuver (Fig.
4(b)), specifically when both qd and b ωd,3 are simultaneously
varied. This is due to the desired velocity profile defined
by QT Qd b ω d as can be seen in Fig. 4(b) (dashed line)
and can be attributed to gyroscopic phenomena. The actual
pointing maneuver is indeed smooth and this is apparent in
Fig. 4(a) where during the maneuver the attitude error varies
smoothly and is maintained below Ψ<1.7·10−3 , translating
to less than 0.153 deg with respect to an axis angle rotation.
Even though the angular velocity tracking command was
designed to be smooth (Fig. 3(c)) the proposed controller
doesn’t require complicated trajectory commands; it can be
shown to transition smoothly from one angular velocity to
another using simple step velocity commands. The claim that
the developed controller is smooth, without high frequency
chattering, is validated by observing the generated control
torque, in Fig. 4(c) which shows smooth control inputs. The
traversed trajectory is shown in Fig. 4(d) demonstrating near
perfect tracking of qd (t), b ω d (t).
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||er ||
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Ψr
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t [s]
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X
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Fig. 4. PDAV tracking using the developed controller (18a). Perfect
knowledge of the system is assumed. The dashed line indicates desired
response (a) Attitude error function response. (b) Angular velocity response,
(rad/s). (c) Generated control moment, (Nm). (d) Attitude maneuver on S2 .

To test the robustness of the proposed controller a second
simulation experiment is conducted were we repeat the same
trajectories as before but the system parameters provided
b b
in (18a) are estimates J,
c, with the gains kept the same.
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The gains were kept identical to highlight the enhanced
performance of the proposed controller but this imposes a
bound on how much the estimates used in (18a) can be
varied. Despite inaccurate estimates that reach 14% for some
parameters, the proposed controller (18a) is able to track
the desired attitude/angular velocity trajectories effectively
within bounds (Fig. 5(a,b)). The angular velocity tracking
error b eω is compared with the one from the previous
simulation (Fig. 5(c,d)) revealing that the angular velocity
tracking error has increased considerably especially the third
component b eω,3 . This can be remedied by increasing the
gain γ (depending on available control input bounds). Finally
it can be concluded that the proposed controller can effectively negotiate the PDAV control task in a singularity freemanner, while negotiating bounded parametric inaccuracies
exponentially stabilizing b eq , b eω in a bounded set around
the zero equilibrium.
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Fig. 5. Simulation using the derived controller (18a) but with the system
b b
parameters estimates J,
c, showcasing the ability of the controller to
negotiate bounded modeling inaccuracies up to 14%. The dashed line
indicates desired response (a) Error function response Ψ. The controller
b b
utilized J,
c. (b) Angular velocity response, (rad/s). The controller utilized
b b
J,
c. (c) Angular velocity error vector under the action of (18a), (rad/s). The
b b
controller utilized J,
c. (d) Angular velocity error vector under the action
of (18a), (rad/s). The controller utilized J, c.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the PDAV control task was addressed in a
geometric framework. An attitude error function was defined
and used to develop a singularity-free control system on
S2 with improved tracking performance for rotational maneuvers with large initial attitude errors, able to negotiate
bounded modeling inaccuracies and exponentially stabilizing
b
eq , b eω in a bounded set around the zero equilibrium.
The tracking ability of the developed control system was
evaluated by comparing its performance with an existing
geometric controller on S2 and by numerical simulations,
demonstrating improved tracking performance for large initial orientation errors, smooth transitions between desired

angular velocities and the ability to negotiate bounded modeling inaccuracies.
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APPENDIX
Vector space isomorphism where r ∈ R3
(r)× =[0, −r3 , r2 ; r3 , 0, −r1 ; −r2 , r1 , 0], ((r)× )∨ =r (A1)
Exponential map using the Rodrigues formulation [5],
exp(ϵξ × ) = I + ξ × sin ϵ + (ξ× )2 (1 − cos ϵ)

(A2)

Constants, [α0 , −, α5 ], used to define sixth degree polynomials for trajectory generation [13],
b
b

ωd,3 (t≤5)=[0,0,0,0.8,−0.24,0.0192]
(A3)
ωd,3 (t≥10)=[5130,−2160, 360,−29.6,1.2,−0.0192]

ϕ(1≤t≤8)=[−3.2183,10.28,−11.57,5.19,−0.7229,0.0321]
θ(1≤t≤8)=[182.2,−10.17,11.44,−5.137,0.7149,−0.0318]
Attitude through Euler-Angles (cγi = cos γi , sγi = sin γi )



1 0
0
cγ1 −sγ1 0
Q313 (γ3 =0,γ2 ,γ1 )=I·0 cγ2 −sγ2 ·sγ1 cγ1 0(A4)
0 sγ2 cγ2
0
0 1
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